
Tokheim QuantiumTM

310 fuel dispenser
Industrial versatility
TOKHEIM QUANTIUMTM 110 ADBLUE® FUEL DISPENSER



Reducing harmful
emissions 
The Tokheim QuantiumTM 110 AdBlue® fuel dispenser 
is durable, dependable and cost effective. Its simple 
design means it’s easy to use and maintain, making it 
a must-have on today’s forecourts.

AdBlue® is a non-toxic, colourless fluid specifically designed to improve the 
environmental efficiency of diesel vehicles, substantially reducing harmful 
emissions being released into the environment. The compact Quantium 110 
AdBlue® fuel dispenser helps support modern diesel engines to conform to the 
Euro IV, Euro V and Euro VI emission standards.

Tokheim Quantium 110
AdBlue® fuel dispenser

Facilitating Change

The modest Quantium 110 AdBlue® fuel dispenser is  
suited to basic truck stops and small fleet depots, facilitating 
fast, reliable and accurate dispensing. Its pump and meter 
have been designed to handle the corrosive AdBlue® 
solution. Although considered an entry-level dispenser, this 
economical, one nozzle model also benefits from the same 
high-quality finishing as the rest of the Quantium family.
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Available Grades: 1

Available Nozzles: 1 (standalone)

Available Flow Rates: LV and HGV

Hose Management: Springmast

Nozzle Reach: 3.8m

Dispenser Orientation: Island (single sided)

Display Options: 6-6-4 LCD 

Automatic Temperature Compensation: Available as option

Customised Livery: Yes

Corrosion Resistance: Operation up to C5 as standard, with operation 

up to C5-M requiring additional treatments

Operating Temperature: -15oC to +55oC (with additional non ATEX 

heating) 

Relative Humidity: 5-95%

Dimensions: 509mm (L) x 427mm (W) x 1471mm (H)

Dispenser Options: Can be connected to AdBlue® storage tanks and 

options are available for non-ATEX heating.


